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ABSTRACT
Numerical analysis of the cooling process of hot water discharge from a steam power plant
into a river has been carried out in the present study. A mathematical model describing the flow
field and temperature distribution induced in the river as a result of the cooling process is made
based upon the assumptions of steady state, two-dimensional, turbulent flow, in the horizontal
plane. The governing equations are the continuity, the momentum, the (К-ε) turbulence model and
the energy equation. A proper initial and boundary condition are specified to be used in the solution
of the governing equations. A numerical solution of the governing equations is made by using the
control volume approach, with non-staggered grid technique and modified SIMPLE algorithm. The
numerical solution is capable of calculating the velocity and temperature distributions of the
calculation domain. The numerical results show that the developed algorithm is capable of
calculating the flow field, properly and accurately. Results are obtained for ten cases of
configuration, constant aspect ratio and weather conditions for Baghdad. The results show that the
injection velocity effect on the temperature distribution and stream line , the exist of obstacle and its
distance from the injection zone but the increase in injection temperature cause a small effect on
temperature distribution and stream line.
الخالصة
 فقذ تمى.ة انٗ انُٓشٛذ انًاء انساخٍ انًتذفق يٍ يكثفات يحطات انطاقة انكٓشبائٚة تبشٛآ نؼًهٚال ػذدٛتقذو ْزِ انذساسة تحه
 ٔقذ أػتًذ ْزا انًُٕرج,ذ تهكٚة انتبشٛدة نؼًهٛ انُٓش َتٙغ انحشاس٘ انحاصم فٚاٌ ٔانتٕصٚؼة اندشٛصف طبٚ اٛاضٚٔضغ ًَٕرخآ س
 أ ممتقاٙاضممٚت ممًٍ انًُممٕرج انشٚ .ٙ انًسممتٕٖ ا فقممٙمماٌ ي ممطشل فممٚ انبؼممذا اندشٙثُائ,ات يُٓمما لانممة أالسممتقشاسٛػهممٗ فشضمم
 ) نالضمطشال ٔيؼادنمة    ًَمٕرجٙةا انمضخىا يؼمادنتٚ يؼادالت االسمتًشاسْٙ ٙة نهًسؤنةا ٔانتٛة اندضئٛانًؼادالت انتفاضه
آٚ تمى لمم انًؼمادالت ػمذد. لمم انًؼمادالتٙمة يُاسمبة السمتخذايٓا فمٚمة ٔلذٛمف رمشٔأ أبتذائٚ تمى تؼش.  باالضافة انمٗ رنمك.انطاقة
ؼماتٚمة ػهمٗ لسمال تٕصٛ نهحمم انؼمذد٘ انقابه. ) انًؼذنمةSIMPEL قمةٚش يضلفمة ٔطشٛة انحدى انًحكٕو يغ بكة غُٛبؤستخذاو تق
اٌ بصمٕسٚة ػهٗ لسال اندشّٛ نّ انقابهٛة اٌ انًُٕرج انؼذد٘ انز٘ تى انتٕصم أنٚ أرٓشت انُتائح انؼذد.ةٚانسشع ٔدسخات انحشاس
ِماٛٔنقذ أرٓمشت انُتمائح ي.ُتة بغذادٚة نًذٕٚ) ٔنهظشٔأ اندaspect ratio ًة ثابتة َسبة طٕل انُٓش انٗ ػشضٓاٛقة ٔنقٛيُاسبة ٔدق
قشل ٔبؼذ اندسى انؼائق ٔكمزنك ٔخمٕد انؼمائق ٔتتمؤثش, اد دسخة انحشاسٚص,اد سشػة انتذفقٚب يٍ يُطقة انتذفق تتؤثشبضٚانُٓش انقش
. اد دسخة انحشاسٚال بضٛقه
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INTRODUCTION
Cooling water for steam power plants is in most cases supplied from rivers, lakes, artificial
water ponds or cooling tower. Thermal pollution of water is considered a water temperature rise due
to artificial reasons. Basically the rise at temperature may be observed naturally and be caused by
many natural reasons. The degree of heating expressed in temperature may vary from several
degrees(e.g. run-of waters from area exposed for solar radiation) up to extremely high degree(e.g.
when lava flows into the ocean). If artificial reasons are concerned, the main impact associated to
water temperature rise is generated by industry. Water with its high heat capacity is considered as
good cooling medium in industry. It is estimated that electric generating plants are the main source
of thermal pollution in rivers and water reservoirs (H.Inhaber 2005). Furthermore, nuclear power
plants reject all heat to the cooling water system, and emit 50% more heat than heat than a fossil
fuel stations (with a similar amount of produced electricity, (Joyce and Port 1999)). Nowadays the
opinion predominates that thermal pollution due to hot waste water badly affects aquatic
environment. Thermal shock can harm fish and organisms, and thermal enrichment, in spite of
several positive aspects, (e.g. melting ice snow or warm water use in green houses) may be finally
harmful for biocenosis (lack of dissolved oxygen). The main advantages of river are simplicity, low
maintenance, and ability to operate for extended periods without the need for make-up water and,
the low power requirements, as the only mechanical equipment needed are pumps for occasional
addition of make up water. Circulating water pumps are of course needed by river, as by all other
systems. Hot water from the condenser is simply dumped into a river and left to cool. Cool water
from the river is returned to the condenser. The river performance is important to the efficiency of
the power plant itself because a condenser operating at a lower temperature results in more turbine
work and operating at a lower temperature. Results in more turbine work and cycle efficiency, and
less heat rejection. It was found that a difference of (5 C) in the natural temperature of a cooling
river between winter and summer reduces the thermal efficiency of power plant by approximately
(1%) in summer (A. Zukauskas 1976). The present work deals with velocity and temperature
distribution in a river as a means to evaluate heat dissipation. For such analysis values are needed
for eddy viscosity and diffusivity. Literature survey indicates that value for these parameters used
by other workers range between (2.5 * 10 4 to 0.1* 10 2 m 2 /s).
The problem was investigated in literatures with different a approaches. (American Society of
Civil Engineering.1988) the turbulence models regarding surface water flow.
(Nogano and Tagawa. 1990) made an improvement of the K-€ model in conjunction with an
accurate prediction of the near-wall limiting behavior of turbulence and the final period of the
decaylaw of free turbulence. This improved k   model has been extended to predict the effects of
adverse pressure gradients on shear layers, which most previously proposed models failed to do
correctly.(Anis AL-Layla and Hasan Al-Rizzo1990), describes the development and calibration of
a mathematical model for the Tigris River downstream of AL Mosul. The river stretch studied is
75km long extending from the Al Mosul Dam to Mosul city. The field work was conducted during
the period from July to September 1986. Water samples were collected bimonthly from specified
sampling points. (Michael Manga and James W.Kirchner 2004), circulating groundwater
transports heat. If groundwater flow velocities are sufficiently high, most of the subsurface heat
transport can occur by advection. This is the case, for example, in the Cascades volcanic arc where
much of the background geothermal heat is transported adjectively and (Andrzej Pozlewicz2006),
Special attention is paid to electric generating plants where cooling water are mixed with a river.
The study area covers the lower part of Odra River, near Szczecin, Poland, where the main thermal
pollution sources are power plants and coal combustion is used in energy production. The river
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flows through Szczecin in two beds linked by several canals, lake and creates a complex hydraulic
system. The mean discharge flow rate in Odra River is 500-600 m 3 /s, and the mean velocity 0.30.5 m/s.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The usual system of Cartesian coordinates will be adapted, the x-axis being along the wall,
and the y-axis being at right angle to it. Injection will be accounted for by prescribing non-zero
normal velocity component (Vw) at the wall. In the case of and Vw>0 will be used for injection,
see Fig (1). Two-dimensional flow and heat transfer (w =0,   0) ,Uniform suction or
z
injection (Vw=constant).
2
 0) .
Negligible axial diffusion ( 
x 2
According to the previously mentioned assumptions, the governing conservation and
constitution laws will be presented here in terms of the geometry and coordinates system of Fig
(1).these are the continuity, the momentum, the (k-ε) turbulence model and the energy equations.
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The standard form of (К-ε) model is as follows:Turbulence Kinetic Energy Equation;
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According to the high Reynolds number (  -  ) turbulence model the turbulent viscosity
t is related to the turbulent kinetic energy (  ) and to the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
(  ) through the expression

t  c 

2


(6)

The effective viscosity (  eff ) is related to the turbulent viscosity ( t ) and to the molecular
viscosity (  ) through the relation :-

 eff     t

(7)

In the above equations, ( c , c1 , c 2  k ,   ) are constants at high Reynolds number and the

model constant c , c1 , c 2  k ,  are set to c  0.09, c1  1.44, c 2  1.92 . Usually, the constant

 k and  are assigned to  k  1.0and   1.3 (Launder and Spalding 1974)
Energy Equation;
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For the evaluation of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation at turbulent Kinetic energy, it
is sufficed to fix their values at the near wall node (P) according to the following formula:-
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Where ( y p is the normal distance of the near wall node (p) to the solid surface. In the above
formula, (k) is the Von Karman constant (0.4187) and (E) is an integration constant that depends on
the roughness of the wall. For a smooth wall constant shear stress, (E) has a value of (9.793).
The initial and boundary conditions of problem are shown in Fig (2). All the previously
discussed differential equations can be conveniently presented in the general form.
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In the above equation,  identifies the dependent variables,  is the appropriate exchange
coefficient for the variable  , and s are the source term which includes both the sources of  and
any other terms which cannot find place on the left-hand side of Eq. (13)
The derived governing equations and the initial and boundary conditions in Fig. (2) will be
solved numerically by using the control volume approach of (Patanker1980). The finite difference
method (F.D.M.) will be used, and the details of the numerical solution will be described in the next
article.

NUMERCAL SOLUTION
The general form Eq. (13) may by write as;
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By defining J as the total flux which consists of convection and diffusion fluxes, or
J x  u  
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Where J x and J Y are the total fluxes through faces normal to the x and y directions
respectively with these definitions, Eq. (14) can be written
J x J y
(17)

 S
x
y
Eq. (17) was integrated by using the finite volume approach of (Patenker 1980), see Fig.
(3) The source term has been linerized, and the values at the control volume faces (e,w,n,s)are
assumed to be found by linear interpolation (central difference) . The resulting final form of Eq.
(17) becomes
 P   P P xy
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e   E f e   p 1  f e 

 w  W f w   p 1  f w 

(22)

n   N f n   p 1  f n 
s   S f s   p 1  f s 
Generally
a   anb
nb

Where:

b

nb  E,W , N , S

(23)

nb

b = Absolute part of the discredited equation

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Computer programs are developed in FORTRAN 90 to perform the numerical solution
formulated previously. The program consists of 3 main parts. The first is for grid generation. The
second deals with solving the five non-linear, partial differential equations and the third deals with
displaying the large quantity of results in a simplified form. In the first part of the program
(MESHGEN), the mesh distribution of the model is generated. The resulting grid is stored in an
external file and plotted on the screen for visual checking. In the second part (MODEL), the five
non-linear, partial differential equations (u-velocity momentum equation, continuity equation,
turbulent kinetic energy equation (K), turbulent energy dissipation equation (  ) and energy
equation (T) are solved. The equations are solved in a sequential order after applying the
appropriate boundary condition to each equation. In the third part (PLOT), the displaying of the
large quantity of results in simplified standard windows graphics is made. This includes plotting the
made, grid the velocity vectors and contour lines in Fig.4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed computational algorithm is tested for the take part in Tigris River 1000m
long, 150m width and input river obstacle variable (dimensions, near river, further river) 5m long
and 3m width. The obstacle near (+15m) and obstacle further (-15m) from injection. The Mach
number was taken as (0.5), the free stream velocity (1m/s). Velocity injection equals to (0.1,
0.9m/s). The Reynolds number of the flow is (1* 10 7 ) the temperature surface (25 C  ) with the free
stream pressure and temperature (101325 pa) and (25 C  ) respectively. The Iraqi standard for
thermal pollution according to environmental protection law (Ministry of health directorate
genera of human environment 1967) is that' no hot water should be discharged into natural water
resources on which its temperature is greater than (35 C  ) '', as well as another world wide limit at
powre stations that thermal pollution should not exceed 3 C  in the receiving water at mixing zone
in case of river condition (International atomic energy1974). The numerical results show that the
developed algorithm is capable of calculating the flow field, properly and accurately. Taken as
follow:Case No.1 present normal section without obstacle and without injection show the Fig (1)
Case No.2 river region with obstacle in the middle and without injection.
Case No.3 river region with obstacle in the middle and with injection (0.3 m/s, T-inj=308 K).
Case No.4 normal region without obstacle and with injection (0.3 m/s, T-inj=308 K).
CaseNo.5without obstacle in river and increase injection velocity (0.9 m/s, constant
temperature injection).
CaseNo.6obstacle in river and increase injection velocity (0.9 m/s, constant temperature - ---injection.
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CaseNo.7obstacle in river, increase injection velocity and increase injection temperature
--.
(0.9 m/s, T-inj=313 K).
CaseNo.8 obstacle in river, increase injection velocity and increase injection temperature --.
(0.9 m/s, T-inj=318 K).
Case No.9same as 6, with obstacle closer to injection.
Case No.10 same as 6, with obstacle further to injection
The difference equations of this study were solved on a digital computer using FORTRAN 90
program and the mat lab program was used MAT LAB the isotherm and streamline contours.
The Flow Field
Case1: The first water body configuration that was considered in this work has a rectangle
shape without obstacle and without injection. The numerical results of the stream function were
drawn as equipotent lines giving the trend of the flow all over the river which is without obstacle as
shown in Fig. (5)
For case2: Fig. (6) Shows the stream lines of the flow with obstacle and without injection. The
streamlines were shown to be simple diffuse in obstacle region.
In case3 higher diffuse in streamlines compared with case 2 for a large portion of the obstacle is
clear in Fig. (7) because of the existing of the injection. After the obstacle the stream lines were
equipotent lines giving the trend of the flow.
Stream lines in case4 were diffuse clearly in a large portion of the river in the zone of injection
without obstacle as in Fig. (8).
In case 5 for higher injection velocity (v x 3) compared with case 4 it is clear that the characteristics
of the flow field is relatively similar to that in case 4 for the region far away from the injection zone
as shown in Fig. (9).
For case 6 which is as case 3 but with higher injection velocity (v x 3), Fig. (10) Shows more
diffusion in flow compared with Fig. (7).
It is clear from Fig. (11) and Fig. (12) that the increase in injection temperature (Tinj =298˚ K for
case 6 and Tinj = 343˚ K for case 7) cause the flow to move longitudinally occupying the end of the
region and a disturbance will be occur in the injection zone.
In case 8 the obstacle is closer to the injection zone by 15 m for the same conditions of case 6. Fig.
(13) shows a disturbance in the region of injection because of the imminence of the obstacle and
after the disturbance region the stream lines are steady in the longitudinal direction.
When the obstacle is far away from the injection zone by 15 m (case 9) there is no effect on the
stream lines as shown in Fig. (14).
The velocity vector
The flow field can be demonstrated in a vector form to show the value and direction of the
velocities in the river area for the 9 cases. Figures (15) and (16) show the velocity vector for a river
without and with obstacle respectively and without injection for both cases. It is clear from Fig.
(16) that the velocity vector is disturbed near the obstacle.
When the obstacle exist with the injection as in case 3 the velocity decrease near the injection zone
as shown in Fig. (17) Compared with that in Fig. (18) for case 4 because of the existing of the
obstacle
Fig. (18) for case 4 shows that the higher velocity vector is near the injection zone and its value
reduced away from the injection zone.
The velocity vector increase higher near the injection zone in case 5, compared with that in case 4
because of the increase in injection velocity and this are clear in Fig. (19) while in Fig. (20) the
velocity vectors are seen to be decrease and become very small near the obstacle.
In Fig. (21) the obstacle is closer to the injection zone which noted a shifting occurred near the
injection zone compared with that in Fig. (22) for isle far away from the injection zone.
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Temperature Field
The temperature field was obtained by the numerical solution of the energy equation for the
8 cases in configuration considered in the previous section. The net local energy rejected from each
finite element of the surface of the river as a function of the finite element local surface
temperature, turbulent flow (k-ε) model, incompressible fluid, different injection temperature,
different injection velocity and different obstacle location (closer or farness) in river.
The results of the temperature field are clear in Fig. (23) and Fig. (24) for case 3 and case 4 which
show the temperature distribution in the river region of 1000 m length and 150 m width. The
injection temperature for the two cases is Tinj =298˚ K and a decrease in temperature of hot water
injected and the isotherms are seen to be clustered around the injection zone then the temperature
decays in all directions away from injection towards river due to the convection heat transfer as net
energy lost from the river to the environment. The isotherms obtained by (Seghal and Jaluria
1982) are qualitatively similar to the isotherms obtained in this work. Comparing Fig. (23) and Fig.
(24) Shows similarity due to the grate area providing bigger region of dissipating a large amount of
heat transfer to the environment and obtaining lower temperature far away from injection zone.
Fig. (25) and Fig. (26) With grater injection velocity for cases 5 and 6 without and with obstacle
respectively are shown the isotherms obtained to be clustered around the injection and to have
increasing value when moving away from the injection opening toward river. The shape of the
contours differs from that in Fig. (23) and (24). It is clear that the temperature is taken wider region
due to the increase in injection velocity. Comparing Fig. (25) and Fig. (26) it is clear that there is
different distance of temperature distribution or wide region of temperature distribution for the case
with obstacle in the river, so the obstacle is an obstacle disturbs the temperature distribution and
after this obstacle the temperature distribution will be steady.
The isotherms profiles with injection are shown in Fig. (26) with Tinj =298˚ K and in Fig. (27) with
Tinj =313˚ K and Fig. (28) with Tinj =318 k. respectively. The three cases have the same condition of
isle existing and velocity injection but, the variation between the three figures are very small. So the
temperature distribution area increases in the last case.
Fig. (29) shows the isotherms for the river with obstacle closer to injection zone and other
conditions are as in case 6 but the difference in temperature distribution region increases due to the
decrease of the distance between the obstacle and the injection zone.
It is clear from Fig. (30) which is of the same conditions as case 6 but with obstacle existing far
away from the injection zone by 15 m that the isotherms of this case is the same as in case 6
because this area is not affected by the farness obstacle.
Comparison with an Actual Case
The estimated weather conditions for cooling ponds are listed below:U   0.1m / s

length  300m
width  10m
t  10C 
Re t  1000
Pet  1000
Tin  36C 
T  23C 
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The inflow temperature was taken to be approximately 36 C  .The contour lines close to the
inflow both cases (present work and cooling ponds (Kasim Daws)) are seen to be clustered around
the inflow and a reducing value by moving a way from the inflow opening toward the length river.
Selected results and calculations concerning the thermal temperature of the cooling river under
study are presented Fig. (5, 6) are same cooling ponds (Kasim Daws) Fig. (31, 32) but the
temperature distribution Fig. (33) different between the present work Fig.(34) because the cooling
ponds taken study the following:1. Solar heat flux.
2. Evaporation heat-exchange.
3. Heat flux due to back radiation
4. Surface temperature.
5. Weather different.

CONCLUSION
The contour lines close to the inflow in all cases are seen to be clustered around the inflow
and reducing value by moving away from the inflow opening toward the long river. From the
results of the present work it was concluded that the increase in injection velocity cause a disturb
near the injection zone and affect the area of temperature distribution and stream lines and so was
the obstacle exist but the in crease injection temperature cause a small effect. The closer obstacle to
the injection zone by15m cause more disturbances in this area.
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Fig.1: The Problem of the Present Work

Fig.2: The Initial and Boundary Condition
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Fig.4: Flow Chart for the Numerical Model
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Fig. 5: Stream Lines for case 1

Fig. 6: Stream Lines for case 2

Fig. 7: Stream Lines for case 3

Fig. 8: Stream Lines for case 4
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Fig. 9: Stream Lines for case 5

Fig. 10: Stream Lines for case 6

Fig. 11: Stream Lines for case 7

Fig. 12: Stream Lines for case 8

Fig. 13: Stream Lines for case 9
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Fig. 14: Stream Lines for case 10
ig. 15: velocity Vectors for case1

Fig. 16: Velocity Vectors for case2

Fig. 17: Velocity Vectors for case3
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Fig. 18: Velocity Vectors for case4

Fig. 19: Velocity Vectors for case5

Fig. 20: Velocity Vectors for case6

Fig. 21: Velocity Vectors for case9
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Fig. 22: Velocity Vectors for case10

Fig.23: Isotherms for case3

Fig.24: Isotherms for case4

Fig.25: Isotherms for case5
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Fig.26: Isotherms for case6

Fig.27: Isotherms for case7

Fig.28: Isotherms for case8

Fig.29: Isotherms for case9
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Fig.30: Isotherms for case10

Fig. 31: Stream Lines for same (present work and cooling ponds)

Fig. 32: Velocity Vectors for same (present work and cooling ponds)
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Fig.33: Isotherms for cooling ponds

Fig.34: Isotherms for present work
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp
The Specific heat at Constant Pressure, (=1004.5 J/kg.K)
F
Convective Flux Through a cell Face
K
Thermal Conductivity
k
Kinetic Energy of Turbulence
K
Ratio of Specific's Heat, (=1.4 for air)
P
Pressure
P
Cell Nodal Point
Re
Reynolds Number
T
Temperature
Tw
the Wall Temperature
t
Time
U
The Velocity Vector
u, v, w Velocity Components in the x, y and z
X, x
X-Coordinate Distance
Y, y
Y-Coordinate Distance
Greek letters
ε
X ,  , 
k , 
x, y




 eff

t



w

m2/sec
W/m. K
J
N/m2

K
K
sec
m/sec
m/sec
m
m

Dissipation Rate of Turbulent
Cell Distances
Constant in the    Model
Half the Cell Distances
Dependent Variable in the General Form of Equation
Transfer Coefficient
Laminar Viscosity
kg/m.s
Effective Eddy Viscosity
kg/m.s
Turbulent Viscosity
Density
Kinematics Viscosity
Wall Shear Stress
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kg/m.s
kg/m3
m2/s
N/m2
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Subscripts
e, w, n, s
l
o
t
u, v, w
1, 2, 3

(east, west, north, south) nodes at the cell face
Laminar
Initial Value
Turbulent
Velocity Component in x, y, and z directions
Coordinate Direction

Superscripts
t
*
,



Turbulent
Predicted Values
Fluctuation Values, Correction Values
Signifies Free Stream Conditions

Abbreviations
F.D.M
Finite Difference Method
SIMPLE
Semi-Implicit Method for pressure-Linked Equation
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